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The St. Regis Princeville Resort in Kauai, Hawaii is  catering to movie buffs in its latest offering that brings visitors on
a cinematic journey.

Hawaii's own Hollywood, Kauai has been the backdrop of many blockbuster movies with its lush tropical rainforest
and striking views. The St. Regis is embracing the island's famous tendencies with a special itinerary that takes
guests on a journey throughout filming locations, giving them the ability to experience the sights in unparalleled
ways.

Journey through film
"Jurassic Park," "Indiana Jones Raiders of the Lost Ark," "Pirates of the Caribbean," "Hook," "Avatar" and "The
Descendants" are just a few of the famous Hollywood movies to have filmed on the island.

St. Regis' experience will include a day tour of these filming locations, guided by film location manager Angela
Tillson. Ms. T illson has worked on films such as "Jurassic Park: the Lost World" and "The Descendants."

She will provide in-depth information and stops along the way.

The package will also include a private ATV tour of other filming locations and a helicopter ride to Manawaiopuna
Falls, featured in Jurassic Park.
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Helicopter ride to Manawaiopuna Falls; Image credit: St. Regis

St. Regis will accommodate guests in the Presidential Suite, which is also featured in "The Descendants" film.

The hospitality brand is often looking for unique ways to cater to its affluent guests throughout all locations.

The St. Regis San Francisco collaborated with Tealeaves to elevate bubble tea from popular beverage to five-star
luxury.

During San Francisco Design Week last year, the event was dedicated to "question everything," with exhibitors
revamping tradition. Following the design expo's theme, St. Regis worked with Tealeaves, a luxury tea brand, to take
something as everyday as bubble tea and "make the ordinary, extraordinary" (see more).
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